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On the Convergence Properties of the
Quadrilateral Elements of Sander and Beckers*
By Zhong-ciShi
Abstract. A class of nonconforming quadrilateral membrane elements, introduced by Sander
and Beckers, is discussed in all details. It is proved that two elements that do not pass the
patch test may still yield convergence under a suitable condition on mesh subdivisions,
whereas one such element is found to be divergent for all mesh subdivisions. All other finite
elements in this class that pass the patch test are convergent. The mathematical analysis
provides a clear explanation of the convergence behavior appearing in the numerical examples
of Sander and Beckers.

1. Introduction. Quadrilateral finite elements are attractive for discretizations of
domains of arbitrary shapes, but these approximations are hardly conforming.
Therefore, such elements have to be tested for convergence. In connection with a
variational interpretation of the patch test [2], Sander and Beckers [3] have recently
introduced a class of nonconforming quadrilateral membrane elements, having 8 to
16 degrees of freedom, and have shown by numerical computations for a trapezoidal
membrane problem that two elements that do not pass the patch test still exhibit
convergence and yield good approximations, whereas one such element diverges.
This result is of great interest and leads to the question whether the patch test is
necessary for convergence of these nonconforming elements. As stated in [3],
additional investigations are certainly required to understand their behavior.
The present paper establishes a detailed mathematical analysis of these elements.
We formulate a condition on mesh subdivisions, under which two elements, that do
not pass the patch test, indeed yield convergence, whereas another element is proved
to be divergent whatever the mesh subdivision may be. All other quadrilateral
elements in this class that pass the patch test are convergent.

The theoretical analysis clearly explains the convergence behavior discussed in the
numerical computations of Sander and Beckers. In their examples a bisection
scheme of mesh subdivisions is used for the discretization of the trapezoidal
membrane. In such cases the proposed condition on the mesh subdivisions is
automatically fulfilled, and thus convergence occurs for two elements. It is seen,
therefore, that the range of applicability of the patch test as a necessary condition
for convergence is limited. At this point it is worth noting that Stummel [5] has
presented basic examples which show that spaces of nonconforming trial functions
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may pass the patch test but still fail to converge. An explicit analysis of these
examples is given in [4].
We also discuss the problem of unisolvence of the shape functions of the
quadrilateral elements considered. It is found that the conditions on mesh subdivi-

sions for convergence of some quadrilateral elements guarantees the unisolvence of
the shape functions too.
2. Preliminaries. Let there be given a polygonal domain G c R2. We decompose G
into convex quadrilateral elements with diameters < h. For each quadrilateral K let
hK,h'K andf?* denote the diameter of K, the smallest length of the sides of K, and
the angles associated with the vertices of K, respectively. We assume that the
decomposition of G satisfies the following regularity conditions (see [1, p. 247]):
there exist constants a' and y such that
(1)

hK < o'h'K,

max Icos 6¡K\< y < 1

1</«4

uniformly with respect to h and for all elements K.
Let Kbe a convex quadrilateral with the vertices/;, = (x¡, y¡), 1 < / < 4, and the

midpointsp¡¡+, at the sides p¡pi+ „ 1 < / < 4 (mod4). Let K = [ - 1,1] x [ - 1,1] be
the reference square with the vertices p¡, 1 < / < 4. Then, there exists a unique
mapping FK e QX(K) given by

* = i[(i+i)0 + i)*i + 0-O0 + i)*2
(2)

+(l-t)(l-ri)x3

y = {-[(i + t)(l

+ (\+t)(l-r,)x4],

+ r,)yx + (I - t)(l
+ (l-£)(\-r1)y3

+ V)y2
+ (\+£)(\-r1)y4]

such that
(3)

Fk{P,)=P„

1<»<4,

FK(K) = K,

where Qr( K) denotes the space of all polynomials on K with highest degree r in each

of the variables £ and tj.
Denoting the Jacobian of the mapping FK by

•Mi.i) =

dx

dx

3£
dy

3tj
dy

3?

M

it is known [1] that under the regularity assumption of the decomposition the
following estimates hold:
(4)

Cxh2K^JK^C2h\.

Here and later by C,, C are meant generic constants independent of h; C may have
different values at different places.
To each function v(x, y) defined on K we associate v(£, tj) by
(5)

û(£,tj)

= v(x(t,r¡),

y(t, tj))

or

v = v • FK.

The following lemmas are needed which can easily be derived from the inequality
(4), the inverse property and the interpolation theory on the reference square K.
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Figure 1
Lemma 1. Let v e HX(K), and v be associated to v by the relation (5). Then

(6)

\^\o,k^Ch^\v\0,K,

|«|i,ir<C|o|a,jr.

Lemma 2. For any function v e Qr(K) the inverse inequalities hold:
(7)

\v\t+\,K<Ch-Kx\v\,,K,

r = 0,1,—

Next, for every function v e L2(K) define the operator

(8)

Pn:v-*-¿jvd£di),
A

and let the operator PQbe such that

(9)

(P0vÍ-Po¿

íorv = v-F¿x.

Therefore,

(10)

Pov= ^J^Kivdxdy.
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Notice that for the case of a parallelogram K, the Jacobian JK is a constant

(11)

^ = X'

\K\= lK\dxdy,

so that
(12)

Pnv = ^jvdxdy,

which shows that P0v is the mean value of v over K. In general, for quadrilateral K,

the equality (12) does not hold.

Lemma3. Let v e //'(AT), r/ien

(13)

||e-.Po0llo.*<CAJcMi.*»

(14)

f (v- Pnvfds < CAjfHÎ.jf.

•'3A'

3. Unisolvence of the 8 d.o.f. Quadrilateral Element. We begin with the study of
the 8 d.o.f. (degrees of freedom) quadrilateral element used in [3]. The shape
function on each element K has the form
(15)

u = ax + a2x + a3y + a4x2 + a5xy + a6y2 + a1x2y + a%xy2,

determined by 8 nodal parameters, namely the function values u, ( 1 < z «S4) at the
vertices and uu+, (1 < /' < 4, mod 4) at the midpoints of the sides of K.
Let us first discuss the problem of unisolvence of the shape function (15) by the
set of nodal parameters w, and uii+, (1 < /' < 4, mod 4). It is easily verified that for
any parallelogram K the shape function (15) is unisolvent since the coefficient matrix
MK of the linear equations for determining the unknowns a,■(1 < /' < 8) in (15) is
nonsingular, that is,
det(MK) * 0.

For general quadrilaterals we give a sufficient condition for the unisolvence of
(15) as follows:
Condition (A). The distance dK between the midpoints of the diagonals of K is of
order o(hk).

Evidently, dK = 0 if and only if K is a parallelogram.
Lemma 5. Under Condition (A) the shape function (15) is unisolvent for small mesh
sizes hK.

Proof. Let there be given a quadrilateral K. Suppose that one of the vertices of K,
say p4, is located at the origin of the coordinate system. We associate K with a
parallelogram K' such that three vertices of K' coincide with those of K: p\ = p¡
(i = 2,3,4) and the vertexp\ differs from/;, by
(16)

x'x=xx+

exhK,

y[ = yx + eyhK-

Condition (A) implies that
(17)

ex = o(l),

ey = o(l).
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Then, we make the transformation of coordinates
(18)

gK:x = x/hK,

y=y/hK,

so that
gK(K) = K,
with the change of vertices:

Pt - gx(Pi) = Pi>

gK(K') = K',

P'i -* Sx(P'i) =P'„

1 < » < 4.

Obviously,

(19)

Vi"fi

(' = 2,3,4),

px=p'x + (ex,ey).

Thus, the quadrilateral K may be viewed as a deformation of the parallelogram K'
with only the first vertex px of K differing slightly from p\ of K.
By virtue of the mapping (18) and the regularity assumption of the decomposition,
the coordinates of the verticesp'¡ of K' satisfy the following restrictions:

(20)

\^x'2+y'2^

1,

a

(21)

?2+?2

i =1,2,3,

= 0.

As stated above, for any parallelogram K' the coefficient matrix M& for determining the shape function (15) on K' is nonsingular:

(22)

det(M^) * 0.

Since the determinant det(M^), depending on the coordinates of the vertices and
the midpoints of the sides of K', is a continuous function of the variables x'¡, y'¡
(i = 1,2,3), and the latter vary in the closed set defined by (20), it follows from (22)

that

(23)

|det(MjfO|>C,>0

independently of hK.
On the other hand, for any fixed parallelogram K', the determinant det(M^) may
be viewed as a polynomial in two variables ex,ey, the perturbations defined by (19),
with the constant term dzi(Mj¿,). Since ex = o(\), ey = o(\) for hK -» 0 and using

the inequality (23), we deduce that

(24)

|det(M^)|>C2>0

for small meshes. Noting that

det(M^) = /i',4det(M^),
we conclude that the shape function (15) is unisolvent on K, and hence on K for
small meshes. Thus Lemma 5 is proved.
Lemma 6. Let a convex quadrilateral K be decomposed into 22" elements by dividing
the sides of K in 2" equal segments. Then the resulting elements satisfy Condition (A)

for large n.
The proof is straightforward and therefore omitted.
It is worth mentioning that in many applications a bisection strategy is used for
mesh generations, if there is no special information available on how to choose the
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mesh sizes. In such cases, by Lemma 6, Condition (A) is satisfied automatically. In
the following it is always assumed that the shape function is unisolvent by its degrees

of freedom.
4. Convergence of the 8 d.o.f. Quadrilateral Element. Now we are in a position to
prove the convergence of the element (15). Our tool is Stummers generalized patch
test [6], [7], which together with the approximability condition (the latter is satisfied
by (15) and any reasonable finite element approximation) provides a necessary and
sufficient condition for convergence of nonconforming approximations applied to a
large class of general elliptic boundary value problems.
Let Vh be the finite element spaces of all functions defined on G, whose
restrictions to each element K are the shape functions of (15). For a second order
problem, the generalized patch test consists in showing that, for every bounded
sequence uh e Vhand for h -» 0, the following relation

(25)

Tr(*,uh) = Zi

tuhNrds^0,

.= 1,2,

KJHK

holds for all test functions \p e C<f(G) (^ e C0°°(R2)in case of Dirichlet boundary
conditions), where Nr denote the components of the unit outward normal vector on
the boundary of K.
Theorem 1. The 8 d.o.f. quadrilateral element (15) passes the generalized patch test
(25) and hence converges.
Proof. We rewrite the bilinear form Tr(4>,uh) as follows

(26)

rr(^,«J = E I

(*uhNrds

K F<EdK F

and consider first the case where F c dK is a common side of two adjacent
quadrilaterals K and K', and second the case that F c dK is a portion of the

boundary dG.
In the first case, let us denote by «f and u% the restrictions of the function uh to
K and K', respectively. Then, since u* - uf is a polynomial of third degree in one
variable on F vanishing at the endpoints and the midpoint of F, Simpson's rule gives

(27)

¡ft

- U?)* - 0.

For every function v e L2(F), let

(28)

PnFv= ^jvds,

\F\-fds,

be the mean value of v over F. Equality (27) implies that the mean values of uh are
continuous on F and, consequently, the two corresponding integrals ¡pP^u^Nf1ds
and jFPnFi>u%'NrK'
ds cancel.
In the second case F c dG, the integral
(P0F^uhNrds = 0

JF
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since P0Fuh= 0 for Dirichlet boundary conditions and 4>e C™(G) otherwise. Therefore,

E

(29)

E

(PnFtUhNrds= 0.

K FcdK

F

Similarly, we have

(30)

E E f{t-PoFt)PoFuhNrds = 0,
K FadK

F

so that

(31)

W."*)

=E

E

(R&RF0uhNrds,

K FcdK

F

where
0v —
v
±0I
Rfo
= vPfv.

(32)

We now estimate the integrals involved in the right-hand side of (31). For every
function v e L2(K) it is easily seen that

(33)

¡(Rfcfds*

JF

f {v-P0Kv)2ds,

jf

where
PnKv= -jjKxvdxdy

as defined in (10). Applying Lemma 3 to (33) and Schwarz's inequality, we obtain
/RFtRFu«NrKds

< Ch^\XtK\u All,AT'

and so

(34)

|rr(*,«*)|<c%|,k|1>A,

where the seminorm I I, h is defined by

I2
I2
h.A-VI
—2-rli.^K

Hence, the generalized patch test (25) is satisfied.
Remark 1. The element (15) passes the patch test.
Remark 2. The element (15) can also be used for approximations of eigenvalue
problems, since the finite element spaces Vh satisfy the strong continuity condition
(see [7]) on interelement boundaries too.

5. Two 12 d.o.f. Convergent Quadrilateral Elements. Two 12 d.o.f. quadrilateral
elements have been studied in [3]. The shape functions of these two elements have,
respectively, the form
(35)

u = ax + a2x + a3y + a4x2 + a5xy + a6y2 + a7x2y + a%xy2

+ a9x2 + axoy3 + axxx3y + ax2xy3,
(36)

u = ax + a2x + a3y + a4x2 + a5xy + a6y2 + anx2y + a%xy2
+ (x2 - a2)(y2

- b2)(yx

+ y2x + y3y + y4xy),
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where 2a and 2b in (36) are the lengths of the medians of the quadrilateral K. The
12 coefficients involved in (35), (36) are determined by the same set of 8 nodal
parameters as for the element (15). The remaining indetermined 4 coefficients are
used as internal d.o.f. which are condensed at the element level. Hence the stiffness

matrices are of dimensions 8 by 8. We notice that Condition (A) is still sufficient for
the unisolvence of the two shape functions (35) and (36), since the last 4 coefficients
in (35) and (36) may be considered as internal d.o.f.
As mentioned in [3], the elmenets (35) and (36) pass the patch test for rectangular
meshes but do not pass it for general quadrilaterals. Nevertheless, a trapezoidal
membrane problem has been successfully solved using these two quadrilateral
elements in conjunction with a bisection scheme for mesh generations. Now we give
a mathematical analysis of the two elements to justify the numerical observations of
Sander and Beckers in [3].
Theorem 2. Under Condition (A) the quadrilateral elements (35) and (36) pass the
generalized patch test (25) and hence converge.

Proof. Let us first consider the element (35). The bilinear form Tr(\p, uh) may be
written as follows:

(37)

Tr(t,uh) = Z E f^uhNrds = Z E JRF*RFuhNrds
K FadK

+L

F

L

K FcSK

F

(R&P0FuhNrds+ Y, £

K FadK

F

K fc.dK

¡P^uhNrds
F

= j-0) + f(2) + y(3)

We estimate each of the terms Tu) (i = 1,2,3).
(i) Using the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 1, we get immediately

(38)

|r<')|<I E

[ R&RFuhNrds

Ch\t\ i 1"aIi.a-

K FcdK

(ii) The approximation uh is a polynomial of fourth degree in one variable on
every side F, e.g. F = pxp2, Simpson's rule then gives
(39)

PFuh = \{uh(Px)

+ 4uh(pX2)

+ uh(p2))

~T20 (*' ~ *2^yi ~-^i0"^1

~ x2? + au(y\ -yif\

= SFuh + SFuh.

The first term Sxuh is continuous on F, so that we have

E

E

K F<zdK

/RFo^SFuhNrds= 0,
F

which implies

(40)

T^ = Z

E

K FcidK

j R&SFuhNrds.
F
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Since
On =

"

1 9X
68jc39>;'

1 d4uh

a,-, = -■
u'2 6dx9y*'

it followsthat
l

IfluK

g^I/2

a,2K

I-»I4.JC.

1

6|tf| 1/2 I"aI4,a:-

The inverse inequahties in Lemma 2 then give

(41)

«nl < ChK4\u„\lK,

\ax2\ < ChK*\uh\XK.

By virtue of the form of S2uh in (39), application of (41) yields
\S(u„\^C\uh\XtK,

so that

\Tm\<L E

(42)

f R&S2FuhNrds < c*WiKIi.a-

K FcdK

(iii) We now analyze the term Tm. By (39),

(43)

7<3>
=£

£

(P&uhNrds= Z E PoW'JW'

A; FC3/Í

i'

AT Fc3AT

since

EK FadK
E pftsfam'= o.
Setting F,=PiPi+1 (1 < i; < 4 mod 4) and r = 1, we have

(44)

W'-fl+i-.y,-

Thus, for the two opposite sides F, and F3 of #, the sum of the corresponding terms
in (43) has the form
(45)

PnF^SF'uh\Fx\Nf' + P0F^Spuh\F3\NxF>

= ikd^*1

"X2)i{yx
~yi)2~ p°Fí*(x*
~**ft* -yJW

+ [P0F^(xx

- x2)(yx

-y2)4

- PnF^{x4

- x3)(y4-y3)4]aX2).

Noting that

(46) \P0F>t- PF^\ = \ Cxl>(px+ s(p2 - Px)) ds - f]4,(p3 + s(p4 - p3)) ds
K0

•'0

^ CM,,*,
(47)

|^|

«Moo,

¿=1,2,3,4,

and that Condition (A) yields

(48)

JCi

A2

= x4-

x3 + o(hK),

yi-y2

= y4-y3
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we deduce from (41), (45)-(48) that
(49)

\PF>4>S2F>uh\Fx\NF>
+ P0F>4,S[>uk\F3\Np\

< ChM\,K\uh\\,K + o(*jf)WooI«aIi.a:Similarly, for the two opposite sides F2 and F4 of A^ we get the corresponding
estimate:
(50)

\PF^SFiuh\F2\Nr-

+ P0F^SF'uh\F4\NxF<\

< CAjcMi.jiKIi.jc + o(hK)\^\x\uh\x K.
Therefore, for r = 1 we have

(51)

|J,<3)l<Cfc|+|,k|u + 0(1)1*1»
N,,A.

Evidently, the above estimate also holds for r = 2. Combining the inequalities (38),

(42) and (51), we have proved that

(52)

\TM,u„)\*ChW[l\uh\iJ, + 0(1)1*1.\u„\hh,

r=l,2,

which means that the element (35) passes the generalized patch test (25).
In the same manner it can be proved that also the element (36) passes the test (25).
For the elements (35), (36), the approximability and strong continuity conditions
are satisfied. Therefore, according to Stummel's theory [7], we have proved that
under Condition (A) the elements (35) and (36), which do not pass the patch test,
converge indeed. Consequently, these nonconforming finite elements may be used
for approximations of general second order elliptic equations and associated eigenvalue problems.
Remark 1. Condition (A) guarantees not only the unisolvence of the shape
functions (35), (36), but also the satisfaction of the generalized patch test. As the
mesh is refined, the shape of the quadrilaterals more and more resembles parallelograms; however, the patch test is still violated.
Remark 2. If instead of the function values at mid-side nodes the averages over the
corresponding sides of K are used as degrees of freedom, the resulting 12 d.o.f.
quadrilateral elements pass the patch test. The convergence can be proved using the
same argument as in Section 4.

6. A Divergent 16 d.o.f. Quadrilateral Element. It remains to consider a 16 d.o.f.
quadrilateral element whose shape function has the form
(53)

u = ax + a2x + a3y + a4x2 + a5xy + a6y2 + a7x3 + asx2y + a9xy2
+ axoy3 + axxxA + aX2x3y + aX3xy3 + aX4yA + aX5x4y + aX6xyA

with the 8 nodal parameters as before and 8 internal d.o.f. The element does not
pass the patch test even for rectangular meshes. Numerical results in [3] showed that
the element does not yield convergent approximations. This is confirmed by the
following theorem.
Theorem 3. The element (53) does not pass the generalized patch test (25) and hence
diverges.

Proof. We show that there exists a sequence of trial functions uh e Vh and a test
function * such that the test (25) does not hold.
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Let a unit square G = (0,1) x (0,1) be given, and consider a decomposition of G
by square meshes with the sizes

hn = Y^

" = 2,3,....

Then choose the fixed subdomain Gx = [\, f] X [\, f] in G. There are Nx = 22("_l)
(n ^ 2) square elements K in Gx. Let K C Gx be described in local coordinates as
the set [0,/zJ X [0, h„]. With respect to these coordinates we define a special
sequence of trial functions uh as

(54)

uh(x,y) = x(hn-x)[x-^y,

(x, y) e [0, h„] X [0, A,],

outside G,, let ma= 0.
We further select a test function * e Co°(G) such that

(55)

*=1

on G,.

In case of Dirichlet boundary conditions, in addition, choose
* = 0 onR2\G.
Because of the special choices of uh and *, the bihnear form becomes

j^c-to

120

ksg,

48ü

and

Ikllo.*= 3Ö24Ö/I"2Using the inverse property, we have

kli.jr<c»;1||iij0iJr<a;
and so

(57)

l«»lîJk-El«jf.*<C»ï0 + O(*î))a;

Consequently,

(58)

M4i»fc) > c(l + 0(*ï)),

C*0,

II"aIIi,a
for hn -» 0. This shows that the element (53) fails to pass the generalized patch test
and thus does not converge.
Remark 1. Like Remark 2 in Theorem 2, if the averages over the sides of the
quadrilaterals are chosen as d.o.f. instead of the function values at mid-side nodes,
the resulting 16 d.o.f. quadrilateral element becomes convergent.
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